


She is renowned for unlocking your personal “art dreams” and bringing them to life. 

 
Corlene Furstenburg is a South African born artist who combines her unique, artistic 
talents to work across several mediums. She will capture your imagination and heart 
through her large scale metal, perspex and wood installations, modern limited edition 
prints, interactive walls of art, all the way through to bespoke commissions and sculpture 

gardens.

Corlene intuitively translates your creative passion into bespoke pieces for your home, 
office or garden. She combines ancient symbols and modern patterns, the power of 
mythology and magical creatures through her visual storytelling. Her work is sought 
after internationally and private commissions can be found on estates and offices across 

the USA, France, Mauritius and South Africa. 

She simply loves the possibility and alchemy of metal - bending and cutting copper, 
steel and brass fascinates her. She conjures up and sculptures extraordinary metal 
installations to create Interactive Art. The observer can immerse in the art experience 
through touching, moving and transforming the piece in front of their eyes to remind 

you of the ‘Magic of Possibility.’

With a formal degree in Fine Arts and Entertainment Technology, Corlene shone in the 
creation of theatre props and décor painting. This means that no canvas or backdrop 
is ever too large for this bold artist. As a well-schooled Reproduction Artist able to 
adjust her artistic style from the most classical to the ultra-modern, she initially created 
reproductions of a variety of the Great Masters for the stage and big screen. Corlene has 
a waiting list for clients wanting to own a piece of original art or a masterful reproduction. 

Her take on Gustav Klimt , Gabriel Rosetti and James Draper is her client’s favourite.  

She collaborates closely with top Interior Designers to complement their masterful 
designs. Corlene is gifted at transforming spaces into relevant and exciting environments 
and she will add the perfect piece to the interior to pull the final look together with 
finesse. Designers know that nothing speaks style more than an immaculately hung 
bespoke piece of art! This specialized skill has also put her at the forefront of  Artistic 

Office Installations, translating brand and culture onto the walls through art.

Colene has been invited to exhibit at the Julie Miller African Contemporary Gallery, 
ART IT IS and Yuill Demaso Studio in Johannesburg, South Africa. She adjudicates the 
annual International Reddam House School  ‘Concourse D’arts competition and lectured 

“Costume Design for TV and Film” at AFDA.

Artist Intro
About

“Creating art is the alchemy that translates your 
heart into form.”
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I have a passion for painting and to create the extraordinary 
on canvas .

No canvas ever too big or too small. My original art and 
reproductions can be found across the USA, France, 

Mauritius and South Africa.

I live for the challenge, to emulate great masters and to 
understand different art styles and techniques that were 
used in different eras in history. My reproductions of the 
work of Gustav Klimt, the Pre Raphaelite Gabriel Rosetti 

and James Draper are among the most commissioned.

Inspired By
Commissions

Recreation of “Portrait of Ira P” 
Original by Tamara De Limpicka
Oil on Canvas 600mm x 800mm

“I am renowned for unlocking your personal 
art dreams and bringing them to life.”
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Recreation of “Adele Bloch-Bauer” 
Original by Gustav Klimt
Oil on Canvas 2000mm x 1500mm

Reproduction of “The Lament for Icarus” 
Original by Herbert James Draper
Oil on Canvas 1600mm x 1100mm
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Big Sky Series No. 6 
Oil on Canvas 40’’ x 30’’

Big Sky Series No. 3 
Oil on Canvas 18’’ x 24’’

Big Sky Series No. 1 
Oil on Canvas 72’’ x 60’’

Previous page 
Original “The Peacocks” 
Oil on Canvas 2000mm x 1800mm
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Big Sky Series No. 2 
Oil on Canvas 24’’ x 18’’

Big Sky Series No. 4 
Oil on Canvas 18’’ x 24’’

Big Sky Series No. 5 
Oil on Canvas 24’’ x 18’’ 1110



Original “The Peacocks” 
Oil on Canvas 2000mm x 1800mm

Summer 
Inspired by Alphonse Mucha 
Oil on Canvas 1200 mm x 700 mm
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Original “Maximillian” 
Created from a photograph
Oil on Canvas 1600mm x 1200mm

For The Love of Bugs 
Oil on Canvas 18’’ x 24’’

Blue Herons 
Oil on Canvas 18’’ x 24’’

Recreation of “Tarpons at play” 
Original by D De Young 
Oil on Canvas 1400mm x 600mm
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Recreation of “Water Serpent 1” 
Original by Gustav Klimt 
Oil on Canvas 2000mm x 1300mm

Recreation of “Pandora” 
Original by Dante Rosetti

Oil on Canvas 1000mm x 700mm
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Museo Bardini - Photo by Kotomi_aa 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/kotomi-jewelry/14000794830

Recreation of “Frida” 
Painted from photograph 
Oil on Canvas 1200mm x 700mm

Water Serpents 
Original my Gustav Klimt

Oil on Canvas 1800mm x 1000mm
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“Let me fill your 
empty walls with 

the paintings  
that move your 
soul and speaks 
to your heart.”

Custom Order Your Art

I have a clean canvas waiting...
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These, my limited edition Fine Art Prints, are original ideas 
that I decided to reinvent, recolour and have fun with 

using digital technology.

Most artist’s have a visual diary full of drawings and 
doodles, ideas that are in the process of morphing into a 
painting or spectacular sculpture or simply ideas waiting 

to become .

Choose the perfect size for your space and select your 
media - artworks are available to be printed on high 
quality art paper or cotton canvas. Your artwork can be 
framed or EVEN upgraded by me to ‘BESPOKE‘ by adding 

colour or texture. 

Price list on request.

Prints
Fine Art

AFRO-disiac - Mammelo Mocha 
CF015

You can now collaborate with me on your 
very own prints.
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Nautilus

Nautilus Grey 
CF001 
Paper Print Only A3 - A0 
Stretched Canvas A3 - A0 
Framing on request. 
Custom sizes on request. 
 
Customise your artwork by adding 
colour or texture. 

Nautilus Ink 
CF002 
Paper Print Only A3 - A0 
Stretched Canvas A3 - A0 
Framing on request. 
Custom sizes on request. 
 
Customise your artwork by adding 
colour or texture. 
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Roped In

Roped In Pink 1 
CF005

Roped In Pink 2 
CF006

Roped In
Emerald 1 
CF007

Roped In
Emerald 2 
CF008

Roped In Yellow 1 
CF003 
Paper Print Only A3 - A0 
Stretched Canvas A3 - A0 
Framing on request. 
Custom sizes on request. 
 
Customise your artwork by adding 
colour or texture. 

Roped In Yellow 2 
CF004 
Paper Print Only A3 - A0 
Stretched Canvas A3 - A0 
Framing on request. 
Custom sizes on request. 
 
Customise your artwork by adding 
colour or texture. 
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Cranes

Cranes 1 
CF009 
Paper Print Only A3 - A0 
Stretched Canvas A3 - A0 
Framing on request. 
Custom sizes on request. 
 
Customise your artwork by adding 
colour or texture. 

Cranes 2 
CF010 
Paper Print Only A3 - A0 
Stretched Canvas A3 - A0 
Framing on request. 
Custom sizes on request. 
 
Customise your artwork by adding 
colour or texture. 
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Paper Print Only A3 - A0 
Stretched Canvas A3 - A0 
Framing on request. 
Custom sizes on request. 
 
Customise your artwork by adding 
colour or texture.

AFRO-disiac - Nunu Mocha 
CF015

AFRO-disiac - Nunu Retro 
CF011

AFRO-disiac - Nunu Halo 
CF012

AFRO-disiac - Nunu Blue 
CF016

AFRO-disiac - Nunu Watercolour 
CF013

AFRO-disiac - Nunu Red 
CF014

AFRO-disiac - Nunu Floral 
CF017

AFRO-disiac
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Afrodisiac
Additional goddesses available in the Afrodisiac collection. 
Commission your own goddess by submitting a photo.

001 - Nunu

003 - Palesa

005 - Mammelo

007 - Zanele

002 - Philasande

004 - Veruska

006 - Tsakani

008 - Vicky
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Sidra

Sidra 1 
CF018 
Paper Print Only A3 - A0 
Stretched Canvas A3 - A0 
Framing on request. 
Custom sizes on request. 
 
Customise your artwork by adding 
colour or texture. 

Sidra 2 
CF019 
Paper Print Only A3 - A0 
Stretched Canvas A3 - A0 
Framing on request. 
Custom sizes on request. 
 
Customise your artwork by adding 
colour or texture. 
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Pose

Pose 1 
CF020 
Paper Print Only A3 - A0 
Stretched Canvas A3 - A0 
Framing on request. 
Custom sizes on request. 
 
Customise your artwork by adding 
colour or texture. 

Pose 2 
CF021 
Paper Print Only A3 - A0 
Stretched Canvas A3 - A0 
Framing on request. 
Custom sizes on request. 
 
Customise your artwork by adding 
colour or texture. 
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The Elementals

The Elementals - Earth 
CF022 

Paper Print Only A3 - A0 
Stretched Canvas A3 - A0 

Framing on request. 
Custom sizes on request. 

 
Customise your artwork by adding 

colour or texture. 

The Elementals - Fire 
CF023 

Paper Print Only A3 - A0 
Stretched Canvas A3 - A0 

Framing on request. 
Custom sizes on request. 

 
Customise your artwork by adding 

colour or texture. 

The Elementals - Air 
CF024 
Paper Print Only A3 - A0 
Stretched Canvas A3 - A0 
Framing on request. 
Custom sizes on request. 
 
Customise your artwork by adding 
colour or texture. 

The Elementals - Water 
CF025 
Paper Print Only A3 - A0 
Stretched Canvas A3 - A0 
Framing on request. 
Custom sizes on request. 
 
Customise your artwork by adding 
colour or texture. 
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Create Your Own Artwork
We can ‘BESPOKE’ any of our artworks by adding colour or texture on top of the printed media. Get a custom 
portrait made by submitting a photo and sending us a style reference.
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She simply loves the possibility and alchemy of metal - bending 
and cutting copper, steel and brass fascinates her. She conjures 
up and sculptures extraordinary metal installations to create 
Interactive Art. The observer can immerse in the art experience 
through touching, moving and transforming the piece in front 

of their eyes to remind you of the ‘Magic of Possibility.’

Projects
Sculpture

All sculptures are bespoke designs and I 
create for the space and heart of each client.
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Sacred Symbol Series 1
Sheet metal and Perspex, Rusted by design 
400 mm deep x 700 mm high x 400 mm wide 



Sacred Symbol Series 2
Sheet metal and Perspex, Rusted by design 
400 mm deep x 850 mm high x 400 mm wide 
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Ocean Dream
Metal frames laser cut perspex 
1800 mm high X 1000 mm wide X 500 mm deep 
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New Perspective

Reinventing a sculpture presenting an 
existing work in a new way 
 
3 boxes 300 mm x 300 mm x 300 mm
Printed Perspex 
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Silver Seas
Aseries of 3 commissioned works 
Sheet metal Perspex and  mirror Stainless steel 
1700 mm high x 800 mm wide x 400 mm deep 
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Transformation in Blue
Steel bar, movable flowers cut from perspex 2000 
mm high x 1000 mm wide each flower 300 mm long
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Awakening
Steel base perspex disk layered perspex 
1200 mm  high x 800 mm wide x 400 mm deep 
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Spiral
Copper metal and perspex
1200 mm high 1000 mm wide 500 mm deep  
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Peacock Tree
Steel rod and perspex in silver and rust 
2000 mm high x 1500 mm wide x 400 mm deep 



The Elementals
Three layers of cut perspex and wooden turned base 
550 mm high x 200 mm wide 
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Johannesburg 
84 Duke of York Road 
Northcliff 
Johannesburg 
South Africa 
2195

Florida 
719 Wesley Avenue 
Tarpon Springs 
Florida 
United States 
34689

Get In Touch
To get a glimpse of Corlene’s interesting, unusual and 
exciting portfolio you are invited to: 

 
corlenef@gmail.com 
+1 (727) 408-1521 (US) 
+27 (0) 83 767 2827 (SA)
  Corlene Furstenberg Creative Concepts
  corlenef

Request a full catalogue for gallery/interior designers/
commission requests.
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